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Chapter 1511 

 However, Lin Mo had a calm face. 

 

                He looked at Zhao Zeming and said in a cold voice, "You also said just now that school is a place 

to teach and educate people, so you shouldn't beat them up." 

 

                "Then let me ask you, how did you do things when this woman wanted to beat up my sister just 

now?" 

 

                "You are the head teacher, when something like this happens in school, not only do you not 

protect your own students, but instead you help outsiders bully them, who am I going to beat up if not 

you?" 

 

                Zhao Zeming couldn't help but look a little embarrassed. 

 

                He and this Mrs. Wang actually knew each other, and that was why he was pulling the strings 

like this. 

 

                However, he still strained his neck and said, "It's not like she hit your sister, yet, you actually hit 

her!" 

 

                "This matter, is your fault!" 

 

                "How dare you hit me? You have no respect for the law!" 

 

                Lin Mo sneered, "Heh, you're the king's law?" 

 

                Zhao Zeming was furious, "I don't want to talk such nonsense with you!" 

 

                "You wait, when our security section comes, I'll see if you still dare to talk like that!" 



 

                At this moment, Mrs. Wang next to her also said angrily, "I just called my husband." 

 

                "Humph, I tell you, my husband is not as good-tempered as I am." 

 

                "When he comes, I'll see how you die!" 

 

                Lin Mo nodded with a cold smile, "That's right." 

 

                "I'd like to see who will die today!" 

 

                After speaking, he simply moved a chair and sat down, asking, "Teacher Li, what is going on?" 

 

                Teacher Li whispered, "Just now, when school was over, Lin Xi was riding his study bike home 

and accidentally hit Mrs. Wang's car, which had some small cuts on the paint." 

 

                Mrs. Wang immediately screamed, "That's called a small cut?" 

 

                "Are you blind?" 

 

                "I lost a big piece of paint on my car, do you know how much it costs to repair it?" 

 

                "Do you know what kind of car I have?" 

 

                "I'm telling you, my car is a Porsche 911, over three million dollars for the whole car." 

 

                "Fixing a piece of paint is more than your salary for a year, how dare you talk nonsense?" 

 



                Teacher Li looked embarrassed, she was just an ordinary teacher, how could she know these 

things? 

 

                Lin Mo nodded slowly, "A Porsche 911? A good car!" 

 

                Mrs. Wang sneered, "Heh, I didn't expect that you would still be quite knowledgeable!" 

 

                "Since you know it's a good car, then you should know how much it costs to fix a piece of 

paint!" 

 

                "Originally I was thinking that this matter would be discussed properly and that you would just 

pay for it." 

 

                "But at this point in time, it's not just about paying the money!" 

 

                "How dare you hit me, this matter, it's useless for you to pay back any amount of money!" 

 

                Lin Mo ignored her and looked at Lin Xi instead, "Xi'er, is that really the case?" 

 

                Lin Xi lowered her head, rubbing the corner of her clothes hard, and whispered, "Brother, I'm 

sorry." 

 

                "I ...... wasn't paying attention, I passed by there on my bicycle and didn't ...... know so much 

about the collision ......" 

 

                "Brother, I really didn't mean to ......" 

 

                said, Lin Xi once again more swallowed, she is really too understanding, always worried that she 

will give trouble to her brother. 

 

                Lin Mo smiled lightly, "Xi'er, don't be afraid!" 



 

                "It's just a small thing!" 

 

                "By the way, where's your bike?" 

 

                Lin Xi did not speak, but looked at Mrs. Wang. 

 

                Mrs. Wang said in a cold voice, "The bike was crushed!" 

 

                "What? Still want to blackmail me for a bike?" 

 

                "No problem!" 

 

                "That kind of broken bicycle, you can't even use two hundred dollars, right?" 

 

                "I'll give you five hundred, and the rest, as a reward for you!" 

 

                Lin Mo gave Mrs. Wang a deep look and a cold smile wiped across the corner of his mouth. 

 

                That bicycle was the one they had taken out from inside the Ferrari 4s shop at that time. 

 

                It looked like a child's bike, but in fact, it was a carbon fibre bike, and a limited edition 

worldwide. 

 

                The bike alone was worth over one million three hundred thousand dollars. 

Chapter 1512 

 When Mrs. Wang saw Lin Mo's expression, she couldn't help but become even angrier: "What are you 

laughing at?" 

 



                Lin Mo ignored her and looked at Teacher Li instead, "Teacher Li, have you been to the scene of 

the car accident?" 

 

                "What was the location of the crash scene?" 

 

                Teacher Li: "The scene of the car accident, it was over at the school playground." 

 

                "I was nearby and heard the noise over there, so I went over to have a look." 

 

                Lin Mo: "That means you've seen the scene at that time." 

 

                "Then I would like to ask, where did Xi'er's bike, hit Mrs. Wang's Porsche?" 

 

                Without waiting for Mr Li to say anything, Mrs Wang said angrily, "It hit the back of my car, 

near the headlights." 

 

                "The lights on my car, they seem to have been knocked out too." 

 

                "I'm warning you, cutting the paint, that's just a minor thing. If this were to be replaced with a 

taillight, do you know how much it would cost?" 

 

                Lin Mo ignored Mrs Wang and just looked at Teacher Li: "Did it hit the back of that car?" 

 

                Teacher Li nodded, "Yes, it was at the back, but I don't think it broke the lights!" 

 

                Mrs. Wang crossed her arms and pointed at Mr. Li with one hand, angrily rebuking, "Did you 

see clearly?" 

 

                "You know it wasn't broken?" 

 



                "What are you, how dare you say such things?" 

 

                "Then let me ask you, if the headlights are broken, are you going to take the responsibility for 

this?" 

 

                Teacher Li looked embarrassed and lowered her head, not daring to speak. 

 

                She was just a teacher, how could she afford such an expensive thing! 

 

                Lin Mo nodded: "That is to say, Xi'er's bicycle, crashed into the position of her car's butt." 

 

                "And then, Xi'er's bike, was crushed?" 

 

                "Mrs. Wang, is that right?" 

 

                Mrs. Wong glared, "That's right!" 

 

                "What's wrong? Still want to blackmail the bicycle?" 

 

                "Didn't I make myself clear?" 

 

                "I'll give you five hundred, for the extra money, you're rewarded!" 

 

                Lin Mo sneered and suddenly slapped the table, pointing at Mrs. Wang and saying angrily, 

"You'll take full responsibility for this matter!" 

 

                Mrs. Wang froze for a moment and said angrily, "What the fuck are you talking about?" 

 

                "Your sister's car scuffed my paint, and you want me to take full responsibility?" 



 

                "What kind of bullshit reasoning are you talking about?" 

 

                Zhao Zeming also said indignantly, "Lin, watch your mouth." 

 

                "This is a school, it's not a place for you to make nonsense!" 

 

                Lin Mo laughed coldly, "I'm messing around?" 

 

                "Zhao Zeming, as the head teacher of the school, you should understand some common sense 

of the law." 

 

                "Let me ask you, if a car, when reversing, cuts against a non-motorized vehicle that is moving 

normally. The responsibility, then, should be on who?" 

 

                Zhao Zeming couldn't help but freeze, unable to speak for a while. 

 

                But anyone who knew something about traffic would know this common sense. 

 

                In this kind of reversing situation, when there was a cut with a normal moving vehicle, the 

reversing car must be fully responsible for it! 

 

                Mrs Wang was full of disdain: "What kind of bullshit are you talking about?" 

 

                "I was reversing for good reason, and it was your sister who rode her bike and crashed into my 

car's butt, so why should I take full responsibility?" 

 

                "You want to blackmail me? I'm telling you, no way!" 

 

                Lin Mo sneered, "Mrs. Wang, how much did you pay for this driving licence?" 



 

                "If you really don't have common sense in law, you can go and find a lawyer and ask." 

 

                "In this case, whose responsibility is it anyway!" 

 

                Mrs Wang still wanted to speak, Zhao Zeming immediately said, "Hmph, surnamed Lin, you 

don't want to steal concepts here." 

 

                "Reversing a car, only when it cuts against a normally moving vehicle, is it fully responsible!" 

 

                "But was your sister driving normally?" 

 

                "She was riding her bike recklessly in school, which is a violation in itself, so who are you to 

hold Mrs. Wang fully responsible?" 

Chapter 1513 

 Lin Mo gave Zhao Zeming a deep look, "Director Zhao, you really dare to say that in order to please this 

Mrs. Wang!" 

 

                "Don't you care about your face at all?" 

 

                Zhao Zeming said angrily, "What did you say?" 

 

                "I'm being reasonable, how come I don't care about face?" 

 

                "You, on the other hand, are trying to fool people by reversing black and white and stealing 

concepts?" 

 

                "I'm telling you, with me here, you won't get your way!" 

 



                Lin Mo glanced at him disdainfully, "Director Zhao, if you really had some brains, you wouldn't 

have said something like that!" 

 

                "You just said that my sister was riding a bicycle!" 

 

                "A bicycle, that belongs to a non-motorized vehicle, as long as it doesn't run into the motorway, 

that's not even a violation, right!" 

 

                "And the place where the accident happened was on the school playground." 

 

                "This playground, is it considered a motorway?" 

 

                "On the school playground, a motor vehicle, and a non-motor vehicle had a car accident, who 

should be held responsible, do you think?" 

 

                With a single word, it directly caused Zhao Zeming's entire body to be dumbfounded. 

 

                He froze in place, unable to speak for a long time. 

 

                And Mr. Li's eyes also lit up with joy, "Yes, this ...... is not at all Lin Xi's responsibility!" 

 

                "Mrs. Wang, you should be the ones to pay for Lin Xi's losses!" 

 

                Mrs. Wang was furious: "Shut up, what the fuck are you, are you qualified to speak here?" 

 

                After she said that, she glared at Lin Mo angrily and roared, "Don't mention anything to me 

about responsibility or not?" 

 

                "I'm telling you, this time, whoever I say is responsible for this incident is responsible for it!" 

 



                Lin Mo sneered, "Mrs. Wang, in this world, it's all about the law." 

 

                "Do you really think you can override the law with one hand?" 

 

                Mrs. Wang shouted, "I can cover the sky with one hand!" 

 

                "Who are you, you want to fight with me?" 

 

                "Do you know who I am?" 

 

                "Let me tell you, my husband, the boss of this area, is called Lu Changming." 

 

                "The Lui family of Guangyang City, do you know?" 

 

                "It's the Lu family that has just recently been promoted to one of the top ten families in 

Guangyang City, that's my husband's family!" 

 

                "If you fight with me, you are fighting with the Lu family, you are fighting with the top ten 

families in Guangyang City!" 

 

                "How many heads do you have? How dare you fight against me? Are you tired of living?" 

 

                Zhao Zeming also immediately came over and looked at Lin Mo with disdain, "Surnamed Lin, 

your sophistry is good." 

 

                "But unfortunately, in this world, there are always people that you can't afford to mess with!" 

 

                "I advise you to pay the money you deserve, kneel here, slap yourself ten times, and honestly 

apologise to Mrs. Wang, and I can still help you plead with her!" 

 



                "Otherwise, when Mr. Lu comes, humph, I'll see how you die!" 

 

                Mrs. Wang crossed her arms and stood tall and proud, her eyes looking at Lin Mo disdainfully, 

as if she didn't even put Lin Mo in her eyes. 

 

                Teacher Li, on the other hand, was a bit flustered, she came over to Lin Mo and whispered, 

"Mr. Lin, either ...... or, just apologize to them." 

 

                "This Mrs. Wang is not to be messed with, even our headmaster doesn't dare to offend her." 

 

                "Arguing with someone over this trivial matter, this ...... is not worth it!" 

 

                "Xi'er will have to go to school later, why bother with someone?" 

 

                Lin Mo gave teacher Li a look, this teacher Li, however, was a very nice person. 

 

                She knew that Mrs. Wang was not to be messed with, yet she still went all out to protect Lin Xi, 

this alone was enough to make Lin Mo look at her with admiration! 

 

                Lin Mo smiled gently and waved his hand, "Teacher Li, don't worry!" 

 

                "This matter, I will take care of it myself!" 

 

                "You're right, what about Xi'er going to school in the future?" 

 

                "If I don't take care of this matter, then in the future, won't just anyone dare to bully Xi'er?" 

Chapter 1514 

 Zhao Zeming snorted, "So, you still plan to handle this matter?" 

 

                "Good, then I would like to see what you are capable of, to be able to handle this matter!" 



 

                Just at that moment, a cacophony of voices suddenly came from outside the door. 

 

                Zhao Zeming turned his head and saw that the people who came were from the Security 

Section. 

 

                He instantly smiled, "You guys came at the right time." 

 

                "Go, arrest that brat and bring him to the Security Section for me!" 

 

                "How dare you beat up the school leader, in the school, I'll let you learn a lesson today!" 

 

                These people from the so-called Security Section were actually just some gangsters from the 

neighbourhood. 

 

                These people usually had nothing to do and always bullied people by virtue of their numbers. 

 

                When they heard Zhao Zeming's words, they immediately gathered around in an aggressive 

manner. 

 

                Lin Xi was trembling in fear, and Teacher Li's face also turned pale. 

 

                "Director Zhao, when something like this happens, we should be calling the police to deal with 

it!" 

 

                "You ...... you do this, how can this work?" 

 

                Teacher Li said urgently. 

 

                Zhao Zeming glared at her, "Shut up!" 



 

                "This matter has nothing to do with you, get out immediately." 

 

                "Otherwise, don't blame me for treating you badly!" 

 

                Teacher Li's face was pale, she was just an ordinary teacher, how could she compete with these 

leaders? 

 

                However, she was still unwilling, and suddenly took out her mobile phone and said loudly, "This 

matter, I think the best way to deal with it is to call the police!" 

 

                "Mr. Lin, you don't have to worry, I'll call the police now ......" 

 

                She was just about to dial the number when Zhao Zeming waved his hand, "Smash her phone 

for me!" 

 

                Several people rushed up and grabbed her phone straight away, slamming it heavily on the 

ground. 

 

                Teacher Li was also pushed and staggered. 

 

                She had never seen such a scene before, and only shuddered in fear. 

 

                Lin Mo shook his head, pulled Teacher Li behind himself and said softly, "Teacher Li, you help 

me take care of Xi'er." 

 

                "This matter, I'll handle it myself!" 

 

                With those words, Lin Mo walked straight towards these people from the Security Section. 

 



                Teacher Li's face turned pale: "Mr. Lin, you ...... should not be impulsive ......" 

 

                Lin Mo smiled gently, his eyes looked straight at Zhao Zeming and said softly, "Director Zhao is 

right." 

 

                "In this world, there are always people that you can't afford to mess with!" 

 

                "And I, am the one you can't afford to mess with!" 

 

                As he said these words, Lin Mo's aura fiercely changed, his face became extremely cold, and his 

body exuded an aura that only a superior person could have. 

 

                Those people from the Security Section around him were all stunned for a moment, and looked 

at each other with blank faces, not daring to make a move at all. 

 

                Zhao Zeming's face also changed, but when he thought of the Lu family behind Mrs. Wang, he 

instantly looked disdainful: "Arrogant!" 

 

                "What are you, or someone we can't afford to mess with?" 

 

                "Heh, even if I can't afford to mess with you, but can you afford to mess with the Lu family?" 

 

                Mrs. Wang sneered arrogantly, "Director Zhao, don't be afraid of him!" 

 

                "Take him to the Security Section, and if anything happens, I'll take the blame!" 

 

                When Zhao Zeming heard this, he was overjoyed and immediately waved his hand, "What are 

you waiting for?" 

 

                "Hurry up and take him to the Security Section!" 



 

                Only then did those punks react and immediately rushed up, ready to strike. 

 

                Just then, there was a sudden noise outside the door. 

 

                The crowd turned their heads and saw a large group of men in black suits rushing in from 

outside. 

 

                The man at the head of the group, who was tall and full of muscles, was none other than Tiger. 

 

                When Lin Mo came over just now, he sent a message to Tiger by the way, and Tiger 

immediately brought his men over. 

 

                After Tiger rushed in, without any nonsense, he directly waved his hand, "Damn it, pile up all 

this rubbish!" 

 

                His men didn't hesitate and piled up the dozens of people from the Security Section in the 

corner, as if they were stacking up. 

 

                These men from the Security Section, who had no power to resist at all, were being held with 

knives to their necks and were only scared to the point of pissing their trousers. 

Chapter 1515 

 Tiger didn't even look at these people and ran straight to Lin Mo, saying urgently, "Brother Lin, how is 

it?" 

 

                "Is Miss Xi'er alright?" 

 

                "Miss Xi'er, you ...... What's wrong with your face?" 

 

                "Who hit you?" 

 



                "You tell me, I'll chop him up for you now!" 

 

                Lin Xi was Lin Mo's only sister, and her status in Guangyang City, or even in Guangyang 

Province, was like that of a little princess. 

 

                Tiger was promoted by Lin Mo, and it was entirely because of Lin Mo that he had the status he 

had today. 

 

                Therefore, when something happened to Lin Xi, Tiger was even more excited than Lin Mo! 

 

                Although the tiger looked fierce and vicious, Lin Xi was not afraid of him. 

 

                After all, the tiger had always been pleasant when he saw Lin Xi, and Lin Xi knew that this was 

his brother's friend. 

 

                However, Mr Li, who was next to him, was shivering with fear. 

 

                Those hans who came in were carrying weapons in their hands, so how had she ever seen such 

a scene before? 

 

                Lin Mo patted Tiger's shoulder, "Alright, put the guys away." 

 

                "This is a school, don't scare Xi'er's teacher!" 

 

                Only then did Tiger see Teacher Li, he hurriedly squeezed out a smile, "Sorry, teacher, I'm sorry 

for scaring you!" 

 

                Teacher Li's face was pale and she faltered as she said back that it was okay. But it was clear 

that she was still very intimidated and did not even let go of Lin Xi's grip. 

 

                For a moment, on the contrary, Lin Xi calmed down a bit. 



 

                She patted Teacher Li and said in a low voice, "Teacher Li, don't be afraid." 

 

                "Brother Tiger is a good man, they are all my brother's friends." 

 

                Teacher Li looked at the men covered in tattoos and carrying weapons and turned pale with 

fear. 

 

                These, the good guys? 

 

                Mrs. Wang's face also changed a little, but she was not afraid at all, instead she said loudly, 

"How dare you, do you know who I am?" 

 

                "I tell you, my husband is Lu Changming." 

 

                "Where are you from? How dare you go against our Lui family, do you not want to live?" 

 

                After saying that, she even looked at the tiger with an arrogant face, as if she was waiting for 

the tiger to make amends to her. 

 

                Some years earlier, Lu Changming had become somewhat famous. 

 

                Later, after the Lu family became one of the top ten families in Guangyang City, Lu Changming's 

strength had skyrocketed and his status had followed suit. 

 

                As far as she was concerned, apart from the Ten Families, no one dared to go against them in 

Guangyang City! 

 

                However, the people on Tiger's side were all full of disdain. 

 



                Tiger even pulled out his ears and bristled, "Lu Changming?" 

 

                "What the hell?" 

 

                "Do any of you know him?" 

 

                "A very powerful big shot?" 

 

                The crowd laughed, and one of them laughed, "Master Tiger, you've met him before!" 

 

                Tiger was surprised, "I've seen it before?" 

 

                The man laughed, "You forgot, last month, he had a bit of a run-in with Brother Fire and the 

others." 

 

                "You were nearby at the time, and when this Lu Changming heard that you had gone, he was so 

scared that he fell to his knees." 

 

                Tiger suddenly realized, "Oh, so it was this rubbish thing!" 

 

                "I remember now, I said why was there a man kneeling on the ground at that time, it was that 

Lu Changming!" 

 

                The crowd burst into laughter again. 

 

                Mrs. Wang's face turned ugly and she said angrily, "How dare you ...... insult my husband like 

this?" 

 

                "Fine, you guys wait for me, I'll call my husband right now!" 

 



                "I'll see how you guys die!" 

 

                Zhao Zeming was also full of indignation and said in a cold voice, "You villains, how dare you 

enter the school and cause trouble!" 

 

                "Mrs. Wang, you mustn't spare them." 

 

                "When Mr Lui comes later, make sure he fixes these people properly!" 

 

                Mrs. Wang dialed the phone while saying arrogantly, "That's for sure!" 

 

                "Anyone who dares to insult my Lui family will have to die!" 

 

                "Don't worry, I'll make them regret what they've said!" 

Chapter 1516 

 Mrs. Wang called and quickly told her side of the story, and then said angrily, "Lu Changming, people 

have already stepped on our Lu family's head." 

 

                "If you don't come over, you'll be waiting to collect my corpse!" 

 

                "If this matter gets out, our Lui family's face will be completely lost." 

 

                Over there, Lu Changming was furious, "Who the hell has the audacity to do that?" 

 

                "Tell him to wait for me, I'll be there in three minutes!" 

 

                Hearing this, Mrs. Wang could not help but be greatly amused. 

 

                She hung up the phone and pointed at Lin Mo and the tiger in a lofty manner, "Hey, did you 

hear that?" 



 

                "My husband is arriving in three minutes." 

 

                "If you don't want to die, kneel down and wait on the ground now, maybe my husband will 

spare your dog lives once his heart softens!" 

 

                Lin Mo did not care, and Tiger did not say anything. 

 

                Those people Tiger had brought with him, on the other hand, were all annoyed, and the crowd 

glared at Mrs. Wang in an aggressive manner. 

 

                "What the fuck are you talking about?" 

 

                "How dare you talk to our boss like that?" 

 

                "Do you want to die?" 

 

                Mrs. Wang was a little flustered in the face of these people, but still held her ground: "Don't 

give me the satisfaction either!" 

 

                "What, you want to bully me because of the number of people?" 

 

                "Fine, you can wait if you dare. When my husband arrives, I'll see if you still dare to talk like 

that!" 

 

                Mrs. Wang said, and retreated outside the room herself, she was really afraid of these people. 

 

                Teacher Li stood behind her, her face panicked as she whispered, "Mr. Lin, how about ...... how 

about you guys go first?" 

 



                "I know, you're all big shots too." 

 

                "But, it's just a small matter, there's no need to make a big deal out of it." 

 

                "When the time comes, I'll talk to them properly and we'll all settle it peacefully, how about 

that?" 

 

                Lin Mo gave a light laugh, "Teacher Li, you don't have to worry." 

 

                "I've said it all, this matter, I have to settle it clearly!" 

 

                "Otherwise, how will Xi'er still go to school in the future?" 

 

                "Tiger, you take Teacher Li and Xi'er to the back to rest first, don't let anyone disturb them!" 

 

                Tiger immediately nodded, "Yes, Brother Lin!" 

 

                Teacher Li and Lin Xi were taken away. 

 

                Not long afterwards, there was a cacophony of noise from outside, but it was Lu Changming 

who brought someone with him. 

 

                Lu Changming was dressed in a designer suit and was full of arrogance, just like Mrs. Wang. 

 

                When she saw him coming, Mrs. Wang immediately ran over to him and complained to him 

with snotty noses and tears, saying that Lin Mo had led people to bully her and so on, and insulting the 

Lu family in various ways. 

 

                Hearing this, Lu Changming was so furious that he kicked open the door and cursed, "Who is 

this son of a bitch that dares to bully my wife and insult my Lu family?" 



 

                "Come on, stand out and show me!" 

 

                Inside the house, Tiger took a few people with him to see off Teacher Li and Lin Xi. 

 

                The remaining few, Lu Changming didn't recognise, so he didn't put the people inside the house 

in his eyes at all. 

 

                Lin Mo calmly said, "Lu Changming, as a member of the Lu family, you are also representing the 

Lu family in your actions." 

 

                "When something like this happens, shouldn't you ask what's going on before making a 

decision?" 

 

                Lu Changming glanced at Lin Mo disdainfully and sneered, "What else does Laozi need to ask?" 

 

                "What my wife said, can that still be false?" 

 

                Lin Mo: "Your wife said that it was my sister who cut off her car, but in fact, it was she who 

reversed the car and knocked over my sister." 

 

                "Not only did she hit my sister, but she also crushed my sister's bicycle!" 

 

                "Lu Changming, do you think, in this case, whose responsibility is it?" 

 

                Lu Changming smiled coldly, "Is it necessary to ask?" 

 

                "It must be your sister's responsibility!" 

 

                "My wife's car, I just bought it for her for over three million dollars." 



 

                "Do you know how much it costs to repair a cut?" 

 

                "I'm telling you, let alone crushing a bike, even if it kills your sister too, that's still your 

responsibility!" 

Chapter 1517 

 Hearing these words from Lu Changming, Lin Mo couldn't help but shake his head. 

 

                "The Lu family, how could there be someone like you?" 

 

                "It seems that the Lu Family doesn't deserve to stay within the Ten Great Families either!" 

 

                Lin Mo said in a cold voice. 

 

                Lu Changming froze for a moment, and then broke into a curse, "Fuck you, what the hell are 

you, and you dare to tell us what to do to the Ten Great Families?" 

 

                "My Lu family is a member of the Ten Great Families, if you speak like this, you are 

disrespecting the Ten Great Families!" 

 

                "If I don't get you killed today, how am I going to explain to the Ten Great Families?" 

 

                Lu Changming shouted angrily, and those around him rushed in aggressively, ready to surround 

and beat Lin Mo. 

 

                The men on Tiger's side also surrounded him, and the battle looked like it was about to start. 

 

                At this moment, Mrs. Wang also came in and sneered, "Honey, just now this son of a bitch kept 

yelling for us to pay for his bike!" 

 



                "I said I would give you five hundred, and the extra will be a reward for you." 

 

                "Here, take it!" 

 

                Mrs. Wang said, and really took out five hundred yuan and threw it on the ground in front of 

Lin Mo, completely insulting people. 

 

                Lin Mo didn't even look at the money on the ground, he put his hands behind his back and 

calmly said, "Five hundred, not enough!" 

 

                Mrs. Wang was instantly enraged, "Five hundred isn't enough?" 

 

                "How much more can a child's bike be worth to you?" 

 

                "I've seen a lot today, only poor people like you like to extort money from porcelain." 

 

                "Come on, come on, tell me how much I should pay you for a broken bicycle!" 

 

                Zhao Zeming also sneered next to him, "Hey, Lin, five hundred yuan is already quite a lot." 

 

                "Do you really think everyone else is stupid?" 

 

                "Inside the supermarket across the street, the best children's bicycle is only over three hundred 

dollars." 

 

                "How much more do you want for this piece of shit bike? Eight hundred? A thousand?" 

 

                Lin Mo glanced at him and said in a cold voice, "My sister's bike is worth one million three 

hundred thousand!" 

 



                At these words, the whole room was shocked and everyone froze. 

 

                After a moment, the crowd burst into laughter. 

 

                Zhao Zeming was laughing his head off and pointed at Lin Mo, "Hahahaha, I ...... I've really seen 

a lot today too." 

 

                "In my life, I've seen many shameless people, but I've never seen one as shameless as you." 

 

                "A broken bicycle that costs a million and a half?" 

 

                "Are you crazy, or do I have an ear problem?" 

 

                Mrs. Wang also smiled wildly, "One million three hundred thousand?" 

 

                "Plutonium, huh?" 

 

                "Do you want me to burn it for you?" 

 

                Lu Changming was even more full of disdain, "When I get him killed later, you can burn him 

thirteen million directly, so that he can buy ten cars!" 

 

                Those minions that Lu Changming had brought along were also full of ridicule, as if they 

thought Lin Mo was bragging. 

 

                And Lin Mo's expression was calm as he said softly, "One million three hundred thousand, or 

wiping off the change for you guys." 

 

                "The true selling price of this bike is one million three hundred and sixty eight thousand eight 

hundred and eighty eight!" 



 

                Lu Changming directly slapped the table and cursed, "That's enough!" 

 

                "You're such a piece of trash, and you're still sticking your nose in the air?" 

 

                "You really think you can fool people, do you?" 

 

                "A million and a half for a bike? Do you think we're all fucking idiots?" 

 

                "You're fucking looking for death, aren't you?" 

 

                Just then, an angry voice suddenly came from outside the door, "I think it's you who wants to 

die!" 

 

                Lu Changming was furious and turned his head to roar, "Who is that bastard who dares to 

answer my words, are you tired of living?" 

 

                At that moment, a group of people came in the door. 

 

                The leader of the group was none other than Tiger. 

 

                He was full of arrogance and looked at Lu Changming with disdain, "It's me!" 

 

                "That's right, I'm tired of living, you dare to kill me?" 

 

                When Lu Changming saw the tiger, he couldn't help but be a little confused. 

 

                He rubbed his eyes vigorously, as if he was worried that he was blind. 

 



                Once he saw the tiger's appearance clearly, his face, instantly, turned miserable white. 

Chapter 1518 

 Lu Changming did not know Lin Mo, but he knew the tiger. 

 

                He had even met Tiger before he had followed Lin Mo. 

 

                At that time, Tiger was only the South Street Tiger King, but he was already a figure that Lu 

Changming could not afford to mess with. 

 

                Later, although the Lu family had entered the top ten families, Tiger's status became even 

higher, becoming the true king of the underground in Guangyang City. 

 

                Last time, Lu Changming accidentally offended Tiger's friend and was so scared that he knelt on 

the ground for half a day. 

 

                And Tiger didn't even look at him, that was the difference between the two. 

 

                Now, seeing a tiger here, could Lu Changming not be frightened in his heart? 

 

                However, Mrs Wang didn't know what was going on. 

 

                She immediately came over to Lu Changming's side and said loudly, "Honey, it's this bastard 

son of a bitch." 

 

                "Just now, he was the one who helped that Lin here." 

 

                "And he said something about chopping me up, and he didn't even put our Lu family in his 

sights!" 

 

                "Honey, you mustn't let him go!" 



 

                Hearing these words, Lu Changming was almost crying. 

 

                Not letting go of the tiger? 

 

                Now it was the tiger who wouldn't let him go, right? 

 

                The tiger glanced obliquely at Lu Changming: "Yo, isn't this Boss Lu?" 

 

                "What, you've brought so many people with you, ready to get me killed?" 

 

                Lu Changming shivered in fear and said in a trembling voice, "Master Tiger ......, I'm really 

sorry." 

 

                "I ...... really didn't know it was you here, I ......" 

 

                "If you have offended me just now, please be generous and not ...... bother with a small person 

like me." 

 

                "Just treat me like a fart and let me go, I ...... I won't dare to do it again ......" 

 

                Next to them, Mrs. Wang and Zhao Zeming were still full of complacency, but now that they 

saw this situation with Lu Changming, the two of them were directly confused. 

 

                What's going on here? 

 

                Mrs. Wang grabbed Lu Changming and said urgently, "Honey, what are you doing?" 

 

                "This son of a bitch, he just tried to chop me to death, you ...... have to help me take revenge!" 

 



                Lv Changming almost died of anger, and violently threw a slap at Mrs. Wang's face, cursing, 

"Bitch, you shut up!" 

 

                "Do you know who this is?" 

 

                "I'm telling you, this, is the South Street Tiger Master!" 

 

                "Now, all those bigwigs in the whole Guangyang City have to respect Master Tiger, do you know 

that?" 

 

                Mrs. Wang was directly confused. 

 

                Of course she had heard of the name of the South Street Tiger Master, but she never dreamed 

that this person in front of her was the South Street Tiger Master ah. 

 

                She couldn't help but shiver in fear, not daring to say another word. 

 

                To offend the South Street Tiger Master, wouldn't that be seeking death? 

 

                As for Zhao Zeming, who was next to her, he was directly dumbfounded. 

 

                He had originally always treated Lu Changming as a big shot, so he had gone to great lengths to 

befriend Mrs. Wang, trying to get on the line with Lu Changming. 

 

                But he never dreamed that Lu Changming, whom he regarded as a big shot, would now be 

frightened like this in front of the tiger. 

 

                He couldn't help but look at Lin Mo, and his heart was even more flooded with huge waves. 

 

                The tiger had such strength, so what kind of heaven-defying big shot was this seemingly 

unattractive Lin Mo? 



 

                His heart went cold. What kind of person had he offended this time? 

 

                Had he known such a situation, he would have tried his best to protect Lin Xi, then this time, 

wouldn't he have been able to soar to greatness? 

 

                But now, it was too late to say anything! 

 

                Without even looking at Lu Changming, Tiger walked straight to Lin Mo's side and respectfully 

said, "Brother Lin, what do you think about these goods?" 

 

                "Or, I'll just have someone drag them out and chop them up?" 

 

                Lu Changming shivered, he suddenly realised that he had really gotten into a big trouble this 

time. 

 

                Tiger was actually treating this young man with such respect, what kind of identity did this 

young man have, anyway? 

 

                He didn't dare to think too much and could only quietly give a wink to the person next to him, 

signalling him to hurry up and contact someone from the Lui family. 

 

                He knew that if the Lu family didn't step in, then he would really be dead this time! 

Chapter 1519 

 Lin Mo shook his head, "How can that work?" 

 

                "We have to do things, we have to convince people with reason!" 

 

                "Tiger, they don't believe that Xi'er's bike is worth a million and a half, so prove it to them and 

see." 

 



                Tiger immediately nodded his head and waved his hand, "Go, bring up Miss Xi'er's bike!" 

 

                Hearing these words, Lu Changming shivered even more. 

 

                Even Tiger had to call this man's sister Miss Xi'er, so how terrifying must this man's identity be? 

 

                At least, much stronger than the tiger! 

 

                One of the men ran down and before long, came up carrying a nearly scrapped bicycle. 

 

                The bike was almost crushed, and looking at the situation, Lin Xi was still lucky to have suffered 

some minor injuries. 

 

                If he had been crushed by the car, he would have been in danger by now. 

 

                The hanyou put the bike on the ground and Tiger came over and said loudly, "Surnamed Lu, 

didn't you doubt the price of this bike?" 

 

                "Here, come and take a look for yourself and see the markings on it!" 

 

                Lu Changming's face was pale: "Master Tiger, you ...... can say how much it costs, I ...... 

absolutely trust you ......" 

 

                The tiger glared: "Believe your mother's head!" 

 

                "Laozi works and convinces people with reason." 

 

                "You think I'm blackmailing you?" 

 

                "Come and see for yourself!" 



 

                Lu Changming shivered and came over, once he saw the logo on it, he was directly confused: 

"This ...... this Ferrari?" 

 

                Mrs. Wang also saw the bicycle logo, and she was even more confused: "Ferrari also produces 

bicycles?" 

 

                As for Zhao Zeming, his entire body was in a daze. 

 

                This kind of luxury car, how could he understand it? 

 

                Tiger: "Look at your ignorance!" 

 

                "How come Ferrari doesn't produce bikes anymore?" 

 

                "This bike, it's a limited edition, full body carbon fibre, it's only custom made, it won't be 

available in large quantities." 

 

                "This bike is only available at Ferrari's 4s shop in the provincial capital." 

 

                "The selling price, over one million three hundred and sixty thousand!" 

 

                "Hmph, how much does a paint job cost on your broken bike? Do you know how much it costs 

to pay for crushing this bike?" 

 

                Mrs. Wang's face turned ugly to the extreme. 

 

                She had bought this new car and kept showing it off outside every day, just thinking that she 

was already the top person in Guangyang City. 

 



                But she had never dreamed that a bike, could be worth so much! 

 

                Only now, upon comparison, did she realise that her little possessions were nothing in front of 

the truly rich! 

 

                She thought that a sports car of more than three million was impressive, but how could she 

have imagined that someone else's bike, a small child's bike, was already more than one million. 

 

                She simply couldn't imagine what the value of the car the other person was driving should be! 

 

                Lu Changming was trembling: "Master Tiger, I ...... know I'm wrong." 

 

                "This bike, I'll pay, I ...... I'll pay double." 

 

                "Master Tiger, this big brother, you two are generous, spare ...... me once ......" 

 

                Tiger cursed outright: "Fuck, who the fuck are you looking down on?" 

 

                "You think we're extorting money from you?" 

 

                Lu Changming almost pissed himself in fear, directly poofed to the ground and said in a 

trembling voice, "Master Tiger, I ...... didn't mean that ......" 

 

                "I ...... really didn't know, please spare me ......" 

 

                "You can do whatever you want, just ...... as long as you spare my life, please ......" 

 

                "Brother, please spare me, I really dare not ......" 

 

                "You can have as much money as you want, I'm begging you ......" 



 

                Lin Mo calmly said, "Money, it's not important!" 

 

                "What's important is that my sister was almost run over." 

 

                "But you guys are still putting all the blame on my sister and detaining her here, that's going 

too far!" 

 

                "She's just a child, and you all won't even let her go?" 

 

                "And who am I, to let you all off the hook?" 

Chapter 1520 

 Lu Changming was directly paralysed with fear, he knew that he was in real trouble this time. 

 

                Tiger was also very simple and waved his hand, "Drag them out!" 

 

                His men immediately rushed up to him, while Lu Changming's men were all cowering in the 

corner, not daring to resist at all. 

 

                These people knew that they were facing the South Street Tiger Master, so who would dare to 

resist? 

 

                At that moment, the door of the room was suddenly pushed open and a middle-aged man 

walked in. 

 

                Seeing this man, Lu Changming ran over to him and hugged the man's leg: "Third Uncle, Third 

Uncle, help me, help!" 

 

                The middle-aged man, who was the third oldest member of the Lu family, had a very high 

status in the Lu family. 

 



                Lu Changming, had always worked for him. 

 

                Therefore, when he received Lu Changming's call, he had to come over to protect Lu 

Changming as well. 

 

                He looked towards Tiger and a smile appeared at the corner of his mouth, "I thought it was 

someone, but it's Master Tiger!" 

 

                "Master Tiger, I don't know how this untalented nephew of mine has pissed you off, that you 

want to chop him up?" 

 

                Tiger quietly glanced at Lin Mo, who waved his hand. 

 

                Tiger understood and immediately told him what had happened before. 

 

                Of course, he concealed Lin Mo's identity and didn't say anything about Lin Mo. 

 

                Lin Mo wanted to take advantage of this incident to see how the Lu family really did things. 

 

                After listening, Lu Lao San slowly nodded his head, "Changming, ah, this time, you did 

something wrong indeed." 

 

                "How about this, you give Master Tiger an apology and pay the money back, and this matter, 

let's just forget about it." 

 

                "Master Tiger, how about you just give me face and let this unworthy nephew of mine go?" 

 

                The tiger's face was cold and he said in a cold voice, "No!" 

 

                "I have said that I must take his life today." 



 

                Lu Lao San's face was chilled as he said softly, "Master Tiger, let's be merciful." 

 

                "Changming is at least a member of our Lui family, you kill him just as you say, this is too much 

to put my Lui family in your eyes, isn't it?" 

 

                Tiger sneered, "So what if they are from the Lu family?" 

 

                "Do people from the Lu family get to be lawless?" 

 

                "A young child was hit by your car, and you are still unforgiving, even shouting that you want to 

chop him up." 

 

                "Everything has to be reasonable, if you want to chop others, then it's normal for others to 

chop you." 

 

                "Now you come over here with three or two sentences and want to take him away, hehe, this 

style of doing things in the Lu family is too overbearing, isn't it?" 

 

                Lu Lao San's brows furrowed as he said in a deep voice, "Master Tiger, be polite in your words." 

 

                "I'm afraid it's not your turn to control how the Lu family does things, is it?" 

 

                Laohu: "Of course I don't care about the Lu family's affairs!" 

 

                "But this matter, I will!" 

 

                "Lu Lao San, this person, you can't take him away today!" 

 

                Lu Lao San was furious: "Tiger, I'm putting my words down here today." 



 

                "I'll take this man with me today!" 

 

                Tiger slapped the table, "You can try!" 

 

                As soon as the words left his mouth, Tiger's men immediately surrounded him, staring at Lu Lao 

San with an aggressive manner. 

 

                Lu Lao San swept his gaze over the crowd and sneered, "Tiger, are you planning to go against 

our Lu family, against the Ten Families?" 

 

                "Changming, let's go!" 

 

                "I just don't believe it, who dares to stop me!" 

 

                He turned to leave, Tiger directly waved his hand, and a man next to him, directly kicked Lu Lao 

San back. 

 

                Lu Lao San was furious: "Tiger, you seek death!" 

 

                "Fine, you started this, so don't blame me for being ungracious!" 

 

                "Wait for me, I'll call my old man." 

 

                Tiger sneered, "Feel free!" 

 

                If it was any other time, Tiger would not directly clash with the Ten Great Families. 

 

                After all, the Ten Families, too, were not weak, and it would be easy for both sides to lose. 

 



                But now, Tiger's side had Lin Mo backing him up, so it was different. 

 

                The top ten families in Guangyang City were all set by Lin Mo, so who were they to fight with 

him? 

 


